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Friendly and enthusiastic with years of experience in accounting. Able to learn 
new tasks quickly and proficiently, and will represent the establishment with a 
friendly, professional demeanor at all times. Seeking a position as a financial 
accountant in a fast-growth company.

1995 – 1995
FINANCE ACCOUNTANT - ABC CORPORATION

 EBIT calculations and related analysis on monthly basis.
 Spearhead full-scope accounting operations inclusive of product gross margin 

analysis, financial statements, general ledger, journal entries, regulatory 
compliance, and month-/year-end closings.

 Developed and implemented accounting guidelines in strict alignment with 
GAAP and IFRS regulations.

 Devised budget, prepared forecasts, and conducted an in-depth financial 
analysis to optimize cost containment.

 Implemented SOX process and procedures Actively support timely and accurate 
recording of state, provincial, and federal income taxes.

 Facilitated cooperative efforts and communication among multiple banks to 
hedge foreign currencies.

 Proficiently managed inventory obsolescence for improved performance.

1989 – 1994
FINANCE ACCOUNTANT - DELTA CORPORATION

 Month End Closing with a 5 day close schedule Budgeting / Forecasting for 
quarterly and annual review Inventory / Revenue Reconciliation of 4-6 .

 Duties and Responsibilities Account Payable Mgr for Solano County CA-
Xerox/ACS, Fiscal Budget Analysis, Solano County Fiscal Budget Reconciliation.

 Excersized excellent customer service Printed and responded to leads Built 
customer traffic through emails Answer phones Worked finance deals as a .

 Excersized excellent customer service Printed and responded to leads Built 
customer traffic through emails Answer phones Worked finance deals as a .

 Prepare financial documents involving refunds, invoices, recoupments and 
adjustments.

 Ensure accuracy of account balancing, reconciliations, identify overpayments, 
and generate refund letters.

 Financial systems worked were ACCESS, IFLOW, HIGLAS, DMS and FISS.
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EDUCATION

MS

SKILLS

Managing SKills, Finance, Accounting.
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